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The catalytic activity of palladium (Pd) nanostructures highly relies on their size and morphology, especially
enclosed with high-index facets, which provide more active sites so as to enhance their catalytic performance
comparing with their low-index facet counterparts. Herein, Pd concave nanocubes enclosed with {730}
facets by a one-pot scalable liquid method, with various high-index facets are synthesized via tuning
reduction kinetics. Due to their high-index facets, the Pd concave nanocubes exhibit much higher
electrocatalytic activity and stability for methanol oxidation than the Pd nanocubes enclosed by {100} facets
and commercial Pd/C. Furthermore, we scale up synthesis of Pd concave nanocubes by expanding the
volume of all species to fifty times with high-yield production.

P
alladium (Pd) nanostructures with a variety of size and shape have been actively received great attention for
years, due to their excellent performance as catalysts used in chemical industry, environmental technology
and energy field1–6. Recent studies proposed that the catalytic activity was highly dependent on the size and

morphology of Pd nanostructures, especially, the morphology played a significant role in determining the
selectivity and active sites7–10. Very recently, Pd nanocrystals have been prepared with various morphologies
including cube, octahedron, decahedron, icosahedrons and plate11–15. Most of them were enclosed by low-index
facets such as {100}, {110} and {111}12–17. However, Pd nanostructures with high-index facets have generally
exhibited much higher catalytic performance comparing with their low-index facet counterparts10,18–21.
Moreover, synthesis of Pd nanocrystals enclosed by high-index facets has been challenged in engineering both
size and morphology. Xia and his co-workers reported seed-mediated method for synthesis of Pd concave
nanocubes (PdCNs) covered by high-index {730} facets using poly (vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP) and KBr as capping
agents22. Zhang et al demonstrated a liquid approach, which reduced Na2PdCl4 by L-ascorbic acid (AA) and
capped by cetyltrimethyl-ammonium bromide (CTAB) and cetyltrimethylammonium chloride (CTAC), towards
preparation of Pd concave nanocubes enclosed by various high-index facets such as {730} and {310} facets23. It was
reported that a Cu (II)-assisted seed-mediated protocol triggering Pd concave nanocubes24. Nonetheless, these
synthesis processes of PdCNs were multi-stepped and impure products, which made it difficult to achieve large
scalable yield25. Therefore, it is a great challenge to explore a robust and simple technique approaching a large
yield with high-index enclosed facets.

Herein, we develop a scalable strategy to synthesize PdCNs with high-index facets via tuning reduction kinetics.
It achieves the insights into high-volume production and controllable morphologies by manipulating the reaction
temperature and the concentration of CTAB and AA. Generally, elevating the reaction temperature is beneficial
to the formation of thermodynamic favored production—Pd nanocubes. While, the high-index facets PdCNs
could be obtained by increasing concentration of AA but reducing the reaction temperature. Hence, the evolution
of controllable Pd morphologies from nanocubes structures to various concave nanocubes is conducted by a series
of optimization routine. Furthermore, we scale up synthesis of Pd concave nanocubes by approaching the volume
of all species to fifty times as shown in scheme S1(Experimental section details in supporting information), which
is in high-yield production of PdCNs. As expected, these PdCNs with high-index facets exhibit a highly enhanced
catalytic property toward methanol oxidation comparing with the normal Pd nanocubes enclosed by low-index
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{100} facets, and commercial Pd/C. The success of exploring large
yield PdCNs with high-index facets to improve catalytic performance
would upgrade the pathway for designing more efficient catalysts.

Results
Figure 1A shows a typical field-emission scanning electron micro-
scopy (FESEM) image of PdCNs synthesized using the protocol with
high concentration of AA (Supporting Information Table S1–A3).
The PdCNs as prepared are highly uniform with an average size of
30 nm. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is carried out for
further characterization of the PdCNs. As shown by the TEM image
(Figure 1B), each Pd concave nanocube exhibits a darker center
compared to the edges, thus revealing the formation of concave
structure basing on the particle surface. Figure 1 D1 demonstrates
the TEM image of single PdCN along [001] zone axis, and the cor-
responding geometric model of individual PdCN in Figure 1 D2. The
Miller indices of these edge-on faces could be identified as the {730}
facets via investigating the angle of PdCN and calculating the values
for several {hkl} facets26,27. Figure 1 C exhibits the three-dimensional
atomic model, illustrating that the high-index {730} planes consisting
of {310} and {420} sub-facets. Additionally, the single PdCN cap-
tured with HRTEM (Figure 1 D3) and selected-area electron diffrac-
tion (SAED) pattern (Figure 1 D4) clearly reveals the single
crystalline structure.

A series of preparations are conducted via tuning temperature and
concentration of AA and CTAB to further explore the morphology
evolution and formation of PdCNs. Additional TEM images in
Figure 2 and Figure S2 (Supporting Information) illustrate the slight
change of PdCNs morphology with increasing the concentration of
AA to a limited extent (Supporting Information Table S2). As shown
in Figure 2, the PdCNs are obtained by using 3, 15 and 60 mM of AA
respectively (Description in details seeing Supporting Information
Table S1), correspondingly, the average size of PdCNs change ser-
iously from 43 nm (Figure 2A and Figure S3 A), 38 nm (Figure 2B
and Figure S3 B) to 30 nm (Figure 2 C and Figure S3 C). The mor-
phology of PdCNs tends to be highly concave structure as the con-
centration of AA increasing. Therefore, the results indicate that both
the shape and size of PdCNs are dramatically influenced by varying
the concentration of AA. Similar to AA, CTAB plays a significant role
for tailoring the morphology of PdCNs in this protocol. As shown in

Figure S4, the PdCNs are prepared via tuning the concentration of
CTAB from 2 to 50 mM and keeping same temperature (Supporting
Information Table S3). As the consequence of CTAB variation, the
Pd nanostructures emerge in various shapes simultaneously, includ-
ing PdCNs, Pd nanorods (PdNRs), Pd tetrahedrons (PdTs) and other
irregular nanoparticles (Figure S4). To sum up, the morphology of
PdCNs could be tailored by varying the concentration of AA and
CTAB to control the reaction kinetics.

For the synthesis of PdCNs with high-index facets controlled,
reduction kinetics have an significant effect on manipulating nuc-
leation and growth of nanocrystals28. In this study, both AA and
CTAB are critical factors for the morphology evolution of Pd nano-
structures. Being a one-pot protocol, the rapid depletion of reactants
leading to nucleation and all subsequent growth occur at the pre-
existing nuclei29. In this system, the size of PdCNs mostly depends on
the numbers of nucleus. As the concentration of AA increasing, the
reduction rate is accelerating dramatically, triggering the rapid
growth of crystal nucleus, thus the size of PdCNs declined. For the
morphology evolution, the high concentration of AA or low concen-
tration of Br2 contributed from CTAB would induce the Pd nano-
structures overgrowth at corners and edges10. Consequently, the
PdCNs appear higher concave structure. The case of CTAB increas-
ing is quite different from that of AA. The concentration of [PdBr4]22

rising with the increase of CTAB inspires to slow down the reduction
rates during the Pd nanostructures growth. It results in emergence of
the low energy facets such as {100}, {110} and {111}, also being
maintained by capping of Br230,31. In general, high concentration
of AA or low concentration of CTAB could be both essential to the
formation of PdCNs.

In addition, the PdCNs are prepared by tuning different tempera-
tures in order to investigate morphology variation (Table S4). As
shown in Figure 3 and Figure S5, the products exhibit the shape
evolution from PdCNs to Pd nanocubes as elevating the reduction
temperature. At low temperature (35,40uC), the reaction tends to
form PdCNs with average size of 43 nm (Figure 3A), while the pro-
ducts of PdCNs exhibit slight cube-like nanostructures with average
size of 37 nm (Figure 3B) as elevating temperature range of
55,60uC. Finally, the products appear to be Pd nanocubes comple-
tely with 29 nm (Figure 3C) length at high temperature from
75,80uC. Above variation of morphologies is caused by the different
surface energies of their structures. Furthermore, PdCNs encloseted
by high-index facets possess much higher surface energy, so as to
difficult maintain concave structure in the condition of high temper-
ature. By Contrast, Pd nanocubes only expose low-index facets of
{100}, which make them with lower surface energy and to be ther-
modynamic favor products12. Additionally, the reason of size vari-
ation is related to the reduction rate increase and the quantities of Pd
nucleation as temperature rise32. At high temperature, the products
come to being thermodynamic favor shape as Pd nanocubes and
shorter average length of edge. It has been perplexing researchers
for years in the view of scale-up synthesis of noble metal nano-
structures25. For this purpose, we execute the preparation by expand-
ing all species to fifty times (Table S5). The characterization and
morphology of products are investigated using SEM and TEM
(Figure S6). Most of Pd nanostructures still maintain concave shape
with size similar to the small volume synthesis of PdCNs, and it is in
high-yield production. These results illustrate that the scale-up strat-
egy for synthesizing large volume PdCNs is feasible, which is signifi-
cant for catalytic function applications at low cost and large
production.

The PdCNs 30 nm in size with high-index {730} facets exposed on
surface serve as catalysts for methanol electrooxidation. Figure 4 A
demonstrates the cyclic votammetry (CV) profiles of the PdCNs, Pd
nanocubes and commercial Pd/C in 1M KOH solution at room
temperature, both PdCNs and Pd nanocubes exhibit higher intensity
redox peaks than commercial Pd/C catalyst for comparison. The

Figure 1 | Morphology and lattice structure of Pd concave nanocubes
(PdCNs). (A) SEM images of the PdCNs. (B) TEM image of PdCNs. (C)

3D model of high-index (730) facets. (D1, D3) high resolution bright-field

TEM images of single PdCN. (D2) 3D model of PdCNs. (D4) selected area

electron diffraction (SAED) pattern of PdCNs.
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cathodic peak which is associated with the oxidation/reduction of Pd
nanostructures, appears near 0.4 V versus saturated calomel elec-
trode (SCE) for PdCNs and Pd nanocubes. Furthermore, the elec-
trochemically active surface area (ECSA) of PdCNs, Pd nanocubes
and commercial Pd/C is evaluated respectively by investigating the
electric charges of oxygen desorption based on the CV curves
recorded in the 0.5 M H2SO4 (Figure S7 A). There is a clear desorp-
tion peak for all samples near 0.4 V corresponding to the terrace on
Pd surface. The calculated ECSA of PdCNs with 30 nm length is
18.472 m2/g, which is about 1.5 times and 1.9 times of that of Pd
nanocubes (12.354 m2/g) and commercial Pd/C (9.651 m2/g),
respectively (Figure S7 B). Notably, the ECSA of PdCNs with
43 nm length is 7.912 m2/g only, due to their smaller specific surface
area comparably.

The higher oxidation/reduction activity of the PdCNs indicates
their superior performance for the electrooxidation of methanol.
Methanol oxidation measurements are further carried out in a solu-
tion containing 1M KOH and 1M methanol. As demonstrated in
Figure 4B & C, the forward anodic peak current density for Pd
catalyst increases in the order of Pd/C , Pd nanocubes , PdCNs,
what is worth mentioning, the current density of that commercial
Pd/C is about 0.374 mA/cm2, illustrating its weak catalytic property.
And the catalytic current of PdCNs is greatly improved 2.8 times and
50 times compared to that of Pd naoncubes and Pd/C, respectively

(Figure 4C). It manifests that the catalytic activity of PdCNs for
methanol oxidation is significantly higher than Pd nanocubes and
Pd/C. In addition, it is considered that the reverse-scan peaks are
related to the tolerance of catalyst to the accumulation of intermedi-
ate carbonaceous species. Moreover, The PdCNs with more highly
concave structure depression emerge enhanced catalytic activity
(Figure S8), caused by abundant terraces and steps on surface.
Furthermore, the accelerated CV measurements are performed to
evaluate the catalytic stability. The peak current density of PdCNs
still remain 66.62% after 1500 cycles as shown in Figure 4D, which is
much higher than the Pd nanocubes and Pd/C comparably.
Additionally, TEM characterization confirms that most of PdCNs
maintain their concave structures after 1500 cycles measurement
(Figure S9 A–D), evidencing their long-term durability.

In summary, we develop a one-pot strategy with large-scale yield
to synthesize of PdCNs enclosed by high-index 24 {730} facets. The
conditions of low temperature and high concentration of AA are
both favored to induce to well-defined concave structure. The
PdCNs have plenty steps, corners and edge-sites triggering more
active sites, which sustainably enhance higher catalytic performance
and durability for methanol oxidation than Pd nanocubes and com-
mercial Pd/C. More importantly, this facile approach provides a
bright prospect for achieving large-scale preparation of noble metal
nanostructures with their morphologies controlling simultaneously.

Figure 2 | Morphology evolution of PdCNs via tuning the concentration of AA. The variation in concentration for AA listed below: (A) 3 mM; (B)

15 mM; (C) 60 mM.

Figure 3 | Morphology evolution of Pd nanostructures by elevating temperature, the temperature is controlled as follow: (A) 35 , 406C; (B) 55 ,
606C; (C) 75 , 806C.
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Methods
Preparation of Pd concave nanocubes. Typically, mixture of 0.1 mL of 0.1 M CTAB,
4.4 mL of deionized water and 0.5 mL of 10 mM K2PdCl4 in a 10 mL bottle, then
added 0.15 mL of 0.1 M AA into above mixture with magnetic stirring. The bottle
was shifted in 35,40uC water bath under magnetic stirring. The black product was
collected by centrifugation at 12000 rpm for 10 min, washed by deionized water for
several times to removal excess CTAB. (Details and conditions change show as Table
S1 to Table S4)

Large-scale preparation of Pd concave nanocubes. The protocol was similar to the
typical synthesis, except that expand the amount of all species to fifty times (Details
show as Table S5.).

Electrochemical Measurement. The electrochemical activities of Pd nanocatalysts
were performed at room temperature using a three-electrode system consisting a
glassy carbon electrode (GCE, 5 mm diameter, geometric area of 0.196 cm2), a Pt
plate (1 3 1 cm2) counter electrode, and a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) at an
electrochemical station (CHI660E). Representatively, 0.6 mg of Pd nano-catalyst and
150 mL of Nafion solution (0.1 wt%) were dispersed in 300 mL of water-ethanol
solution with volume ratio of 351 followed by ultra-sonication for 0.5 h to form a
homogeneous ink. Then 15 mL of the dispersion (containing 20 mg of catalyst) was
loaded onto the GCE (loading catalyst 0.102 mg cm22). Prior to test, the solution of
1.0 M KOH and 1.0 M CH3OH was purged with pure Ar gas for 1 h. Methanol
oxidation measurements were conducted in a solution containing 1.0 M KOH and
1.0 M CH3OH using GCE at a sweep rate of 50 mV/s. The stability test was
performed at a sweep rate of 0.5 V/s in a 1.0 M KOH and 1.0 M CH3OH solution for
1500 cycles.

Characterizations. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM), high resolution
bright-field TEM, and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) measurements were
carried out with the field emission FEI-F20, operated at 200 kV.
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